Small radio cells have been acknowledged as the only technically viable way to provide the individual 100 Mb/s -1 Gb/s access rates promised by the future 5G 1 cellular networks. This small-cell approach faces a number of technological challenges when it comes to the design of an appropriate backhaul network [7] . However, not less importantly, it also poses a financial challenge for operators, given the high cost of deployment and maintenance of a large amount of active devices connected at gigabit speeds scattered over a metropolitan area.
DESIGN OF HEURISTICS
There are quite a few models for residential and WOBAN green-field modeling e.g. [4] [6] . [1] is an excellent recent work to start from for massive deployment over existing fiber modeled as an ILP problem that we have taken as optimal design reference. Furthermore, its results give hints to algorithm design. We have studied two heuristic approaches that have an initialization and a consolidation phase.
Initialisation
The first step consists of assigning every ONT to its closest FAP (Fiber Access Point) as an initial default. This way we guarantee that no ONT will be left out without attachment and that we start from our design aim of having short distribution spans as their cost can be triple the feeder and requires an extra investment. Since the cost of installing the first splitter in a FAP is estimated to be double the cost of subsequent splitters (given the cost of the enclosure) during the optimization phase, ONTs may move around to other splitters for the sake of a lesser global cost. Alternatively, we can choose to start with the FAP for which the fiber cost of the full span is minimum.
Consolidation
The second phase deals with heuristic merging of splitters in order to get close to the optimum as obtained by ILP optimization. This can be done by making an arbitrary partition of the area based on densities, or by checking for cost saving in close enough splitter merging. In this latter approach, we only explore the r nodes in V(m,r), defined as the r-vicinity of a FAP node m, i.e. the set made up by the r FAP nodes closest to m. Parameter r can be used to tune the quality of the optimization and execution time. The order in which we try to consolidate pairs of splitters at different FAPs is relevant. Our heuristic starts by the FAPs with the least number of ONTs and explores the vicinity of those nodes starting by the most loaded and in descending order. We may also try to compute and analyze all permutations of |V(m, r)|! as a variant of the algorithm. We do not pay attention to the split ratio when consolidating because in this algorithm we prefer to minimize the number of FAP locations with splitters, as long as there is saving. Thus, unlike [1] , our target design is not optimized for a given fixed split ratio. Once S is computed, it is possible to use either the best-fit split ratio for every FAP
